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Brean, Berrow, Brent Knoll and Burnham-on-Sea Cycling Routes
in routes along more lightly trafficked roads
as well as the ever-present freedom to cycle
along the beach as signed at present.  This
is really only attractive when going with the
wind, so the Brean and Burnham route
would give a handy return option.
Greenways and Cycleroutes Limited (the
local Charity which opened up the Brean
Down Way is working with local people to
bring forward these links to Burnham.  The
works required for the Middle Street and
Crooked Lane routes to Brent Knoll are

considered as a potential early win which
could be opened in 2018.  The Berrow
Coastal Path requires detailed negotiations
with the Burnham and Berrow Golf Club.
If their crucial support was forthcoming
then the proposed route north and south of
Berrow Church could be opened by 2019.
The details of these two components are
discussed in Appendix 1 and 2.  Appendix
3 considers opportunities and links in
Burnham-on-Sea.
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Plot of record of usage on the Brean Down Way

Picture of opening

On July 7th 2017, the Brean Down Way
was opened by Mrs. Annie Maws, the Lord
Lieutenant of Somerset.
This largely traffic free route connects
through to Weston-Super-Mare. It has
proved immensely popular with over 28,000
trips recorded crossing the River Axe sluices
in its first 7 weeks, enough to make this the
most heavily used cycling route in Somerset.
Not surprisingly there are now calls to extend
the route to serve Berrow, Burnham-on-Sea
and Brent Knoll. These notes set out the
opportunities on the ground and sketch up
ways of realising the links over the next few
years.

Whilst ideally one would look for a route
alongside the Coast and Berrow Roads
all the way through, in practice this is not
possible. At the north end, almost all the
way from the Brean Leisure Park to the
Weston Road is tightly constrained, and
similarly in the south through Burnham there
is insufficient space for a separate path.
We think that the best strategy is to put
in place the Brean, Brent and Burnham
Triangular Greenway, as shown here, all
as a really good quality traffic free circuit.  
These would both be self-contained tourist
attractions – 8 miles long, but also provide
alternatives to a sizable section of the main
road.  For the remainder, we have sketched
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Brean, Berrow, Brent Knoll and
Burnham-on-Sea Cycling Routes – key
elements
1

Completed Brean down way from Weston
super Mare to Brean Down

2

Possible extension beside Warren Road to
make a traffic free path up the Coast

3

It is possible to cycle on the sands but this
does not suit everyone and the conditions
vary from day to day

4

The Unity Farm to Burnham and Berrow
Golf Club House greenway route building
on existing paths and completing missing
sections.

5

Middle Street Bridlepath and Greenway for a
direct route to Brent Knoll

6

The Crooked Lane route has recently been
improved

7

Additional way into Burnham

8

Possible signed route on residential roads

9

Red Road is quiet but the Weston Road not
so for this direct route north. A new field
edge path would solve any conflict

1

9
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5

4
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6

7
8
1 km
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Appendix 1: Middle Street and Crooked Lane
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The routes to Brent Knoll

Greenways and Cycleroutes Limited
The Wool Hall
12 St. Thomas Street
Bristol
BS1 6JJ
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Middle Street and Crooked Lane – The routes to Brent Knoll
3
1

5
9

6
9

The proposed extent of the works needs
to be carefully discussed with the farmers
who use the routes for the management of
their livestock, and with the County Council,
Rights of Way team.

9

9

5

View from the Greenway

7

9

Bridge over mainline railway with fairly easy
ramps either side.

9.

Tarmac road continues all the way to Brent
Knoll.

11. Public footpaths to Brent Knoll.
12. Connecting footpaths and bridleways which
needs clear signing.

12

Once these details are agreed then the
works to reconstruct these bridleways can
be put in hand without further agreements as
their current status already permits cycling
and any necessary works to enhance their
surfaces.

Water levels and drainage are the
determining factor of whether these lands
can be crossed at all, and our detail shows a
path which will run above any common flood
level, will drain dry at all times and should
outlast the very occasional inundation from
exceptional floods.

8.

10. The main road is a little busy, but it does
have a footway over its whole length for
pedestrians and perhaps novice cyclists.
8

9

13. Crooked Lane is a quiet tarmac road all the
way to, and across, the railway bridge.

10

14. This whole section has a sound surface
recently constructed with crushed concrete
and recycled materials.  This needs tidying
up, loose material removed and the surface
smoothed.

11

The main attraction of these two routes
is their intimate contact with the open
countryside of this area of moor, of levels,
and of drains and rhynes. The sound of the
wind sighing through the reeds bordering the
greenways, and the ever distant presence of
Brent Knoll, does make the passage of these
paths particularly memorable.

Middle Street is a good tarmac road and
virtually traffic free.

1km

4

2

7.

15

13

14

15 The final section of the Brent Broad has
a hard stone surface leading through to
residential roads.

9

16

17

Map showing the main points along the Brent Knoll Greenways
1.

The public bridleway route follows a Unity
Farm service road.

2.

Here the bridleway has a sealed surface and
border of wild flowers.

3.

The course of the partly unused main road.

4.

This short section needs to be cleared back.  
Large concrete drums prevent vehicular
use.  The Greenway crosses Red Road with
excellent visibility in either direction.

16. There are a number of opportunities for links
towards the Town Centre.
18

5.

The first section across the moors has a
hard stone base which needs to be cleaned
off, repaired and smoothed out.  All the farm
gates have adjacent wicket gates which can
be improved for cycling use.

6.

From the bridge over the East Rhyne the way
is less and less used by farm vehicles and
as a consequence has no stone surface and
is deeply rutted.  This section needs to be
completely reconstructed.

17. The continuation of Crooked Lane provides
yet another possible connection.
18. The Brent Knoll road passes the village Post
Office and shop and would provide for a
very good route to the heart of the Somerset
Levels, Langport and beyond. BUT there is
no possibility of crossing the A38 as it stands
at present with almost continuous streams
of traffic in both directions.  Any plans to
signalise this very difficult junction should
provide for both pedestrians and cyclists
too.
September 2017
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This map shows the Middle Street and
Crooked Lane bridle paths which march
across the open moors and levels well away
from trafficked roads such as the Brent
Road.  This note illustrates these greenway
routes as they currently are, and suggests
the works needed to make them into popular
cycling routes as well as easier for walkers
and equestrians.
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Description of photographs

3

Detailed plans of Middle Street
section with photographs

4

1

3

This first section of the Greenway runs on a generally
raised bank. It has a hard surface and is quite dry.

1

2

After the last field gate the track is almost unused.

See front cover

4
7
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View of bridleway through campsite

6

See page 8
5

Crooked Lane

7

1

8

0.5km

The section through to the start of the tarmac road is
also rutted and requires a complete reconstruction as
shown in the detailed section.

8

2

2
1

0.5 km

View of Middle Street near Brent Knoll.
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6

5

3

v

4

200mm 2
1

v

2.5m

Some sections are deeply rutted and overgrown.

Typical cross section for reconstruction
of Middle Street

1

Fill ruts and level ground removing the
minimum of material in order not to leave the
path in a trough.

2

Construct path of 200mm thick scalpings or
good compacting recycled materials, and
carefully compact to give level surface free
of undulations. The stone to be laid on one
layer of heavy duty polypropylene fabric and
the top to be finished with a light dusting
of limestone dust sufficient to fill all the
interfaces in the stone.

3

Finish surface with a 25mm central camber
to ensure drainage.  The finished path level
is to be at least 100mm above the adjacent
ground levels.

4

Build up the shoulders to support the edge
of the path with available material and seed
with wild grass mix.

5

Trim back hedges for space and to maintain
views.

Middle Street – Brent Knoll - 3.6kms
Exactly half of Middle Street through to Ford
Common is a lovely and almost traffic free
road with a good tarmac surface. The middle
900metres is a deeply rutted grass track
winding between hedges, and the last 900m
has a stone surface of sots which needs
repairs. For the whole length Middle Street
has a wonderful feeling of space with views
across the open moors to both Brent Knoll
and Brean Down.
1.

Fill ruts and construct sound stone surface,
250mm thick laid on geofabric. Finish with
fine stone dust. Ensure that the final level of
the path is a little above ground level in order
to provide good drainage.

2.

Maintain narrow mown verges either side of
path

3.

Keep hedges trimmed back where
necessary.

3

2

1

2.5m
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Detail of cross section through Green
Lane reconstruction
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Appendix 2:
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Unity Farm to the Burnham and Berrow Golf Club avoiding the Coast Road

Greenways and Cycleroutes Limited
The Wool Hall
12 St. Thomas Street
Bristol
BS1 6JJ
September 2017
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1

2

5

6

With the opening of the Brean Down Way
from Weston-Super-Mare, there has been
a natural demand for making an equally
safe and attractive way up the coast from
Burnham-on-Sea.  This note covers the
detail of the central 3.4km section where
there is a good opportunity for making an
excellent route.  This page describes the
proposed route by way of pictures.

9

10

1   The existing bridleway to the sea.

1

2
3

4

2   Cross the Coast Road to join the bridleway
to Brent Knoll.

7

11

Past Roughlands there is insufficient width
for shared use and a new path is needed
through the local Nature Reserve.

4

The existing path north of Hurn Lane.

5   The 780m long section of the Coast Road
where there is no path at all.

5
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3

3

6

6   Berrow Church Road.
7   The public right of way through to the
Church.
4

8

7

8   Existing track alongside open public space.

8

9   Existing footpath through dense vegetation.
10 Christopher’s Way leads through to the main
road and Shelley Drive for the bridleway to
Brent Knoll.

9

11 The bridle path to the sea ends in soft sand.

10

11

1 km
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Details of northern section from Unity Farm to
Berrow Church
The following pages describe the works
required and the options which might
be available in some further detail. The
numbering refers to the points on the map.

2

1

150m

5

4

1.

180m

3

2.

The Brent Knoll bridle path starts off as a
service road which could be enhanced with
planting.

3.

Crossing the Coast Road is not easy at busy
times.  There are in fact very few pedestrian
crossings of this road to enable campsite
residents to reach the beach in safety.  This
location would be an obvious location as it
would provide for the public route and the
entrance to the Unity Site.  The montage
suggests that a diagonal zebra arrangement
would work the best.  The Beach Access
Road is just in the distance where the
person is standing.
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370m

6

780m

7

1 km

8

0.5 km

The existing bridle path to the sea makes
a local link and also the end of the Middle
Street way from Brent Knoll. This provides
the option of a short length of beach in order
to avoid the section of Coast Road as far as
the Parish Hall and the Brean Down Way.
However, for most cyclists it would be easier
to use the beach access road just to the
north.

4.

The footway south to beyond Roughlands is
too narrow for shared use. The best option
would be to run a new path behind the
hedge at the edge of the rough grazing. It
would be even better to run along the ridge
of the sand bank for the views but this would
probably affect the grazing adversely?

5.

Past Roughlands itself there is really no
option but to ramp down into the “valley” at
the rear of Roughlands and to create 150m
long new path through the Berrow Dunes
Local Nature Reserve.  This fragment of the
route would have to be detailed sensitively,
but it would give the opportunity to expand
the public’s appreciation of this Coastal
Dunes Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI).  The path here would look very
like sections of the existing Golf Course
Footpath further south, only with a better
surface.

6.

This Roughlands Diversions can then
join the existing roadside path.  This is
generally good, and once cleared back has
an adequate width.  Like the recent path
along Weston Road, the narrow grass verge
serves to separate the public away from
the roadside ambience, and also serves
to collect detritus from the road which
otherwise would bounce onto the path.

7.

The “missing” section of Coastal Road path
runs for some 780 metres from just to the
north of the Hurn Lane bus stop to Berrow
Church.  Here the route must rely upon the
support of the Burnham and Berrow Golf
Club who own the belt of scrub and trees
separating their course from the Coastal
Road. See page 8.

8.

The lane to Berrow Church makes for a
welcome break and connects to the only
public bridleway leading across the golf
course to the sea.  The Church Lane has
a good stone surface but this could be
improved.

		 Sketch of zebra crossing required to connect
bridleways and provide access from the
Unity Site to the beach
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Southern section Berrow Church to Club House

Over a distance of 800m there is no footpath
at all beside this busy road. The proposal
involves cutting back 3-4metres into the belt
of scrub and trees forming the boundary
of the golf course and constructing a new
path along the side of the existing drainage
ditch. Careful thought will need to be given
to securing the golf course against public
trespass, providing for adequate cross
drainage for the golf course where necessary

1.

Coast Road traffic

2.

Existing grass verge and ditch maintained to
provide a clear margin between the road and
its traffic and the greenway path.

3.

Mow the first 0.5m of verge along the path
edge

4.

Construct new stone path 2.5m wide set with
a central camber and slightly below ground
level so as to ensure the surface drains dry.

5.

Maintain a narrow verge against the tree belt
vegetation

6.

Install galvanised steel mesh fence 1.2m high
to prevent dogs straying onto the golf course
and trespass.

7.

Maintain tree and scrub belt and reinforce
planting where necessary.

8.

Burnham and Berrow Golf Course.

9

Picture showing improved section

10

View alongside Coast Road north of Berrow Church

Picture showing somewhat less good section which needs clearing
out and repairing

7

770m

11

6

4

12
3

2

5

1m

2m

1m

The next section of route is a “restricted
byway” open to all non-motorised vehicles
including cyclist.  Its surface varies and it
should all be brought up to the standard of
the best sections.

470m

The sketch section shows how the path
would best be arranged. Care would need
to be given to the details of the boundary
fence to prevent trespass, and drainage
from the adjacent fairways. Mostly the width
and thickness of the vegetation is such that
golfers will be unaware of either the path or
its users as they will not be visible. Over 2
or 3 short sections the vegetation is perhaps
only 10 metres wide at present, and here
some additional planting and infill maybe
needed in order to mask off the path.

9.

8

520m

and augmenting existing planting over the
short sections where the tree belt is less than
10m wide.

200m

Section beside Coast Road and
alongside Golf Course

1

1m

0.5 km

10. The Byway continues its physical presence
along the rear of the Recreation Ground
although it is not designated as such.  There
are opportunities for good connectivity here,
although again there is no provision to cross
Berrow Road.  The surface varies and all
needs to be brought up to a good stone
standard.
11. From the Brent Road access to the Golf
Course to the Club House, a distance of
770m, the route proposes to follow the
alignment of the exiting public footpath.  
Throughout its surface needs to be widened
to 2.5m where possible and built to a good
stone standard. To start with there are two
September 2017
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short sections with open, and very welcome
views over the Golf Course and its public
footpath link to the sea.  There are separated

At one point the existing path runs on a long
timber board walk to cross a wet area.  This
is too narrow for shared use and we would
have to see if either the boardwalk could be
widened, or replaced with a low causeway
and crossing culverts to ensure continuity of
the wet area.
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Picture showing path between hedge and fencing

Start of existing footpath behind club house fence.

Picture showing path on edge of Golf Course with wide views

by a section already planted with a dividing
boundary hedge.
At the end of this section is a tubular frame
designed to deter equestrians’ usage
southwards. It is envisaged that this
prohibition remains in place, because there
is not sufficient space for multiple use and
that the position on this last section of the
path would provide for permissive use of
the route by cyclists, whilst maintaining the
public rights of way for pedestrians.

View along existing path past Club
House carpark
Here a short length of path will need to be
slightly widened so as to accommodation
both walkers and cyclists. The capacity
of the carpark will be unaffected although
it may be necessary to slightly revise the
carpark paint lines for best effect.
1.

Existing timber fence to be removed.

2.

Re-erect fence on this new alignment 1m in
front of the existing fence

3.

Existing carpark

4.

Construct new path 2m wide

5.

Cut back the vegetation as hard as possible
on this side to make the most of the space
through this narrow section

Lastly approaching the entrance to the
Golf Club we do need to gain a little more
width by repositioning the existing timber
fence about 1 metre into the carpark.  This
would not affect the capacity of the car park
although some parking bays may need to be
repointed.
12. Finally, the public can join Christopher’s Way
for a route onwards, either to Brent Knoll,
or to Burnham Town Centre. A much safer
exit for this public path to the road could be
incorporated into the Club’s planned new
gating arrangements. Incidentally the road is
called ‘Saint Christopher’s Way’.

Caption

5

1
2
3

2m
4

Over the remaining section the vegetation
would need to be cut back a little no more
than one metre either side of the path and
the surface rebuilt in good stone.
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2

This map sketches out a number of ways of
building up cycling routes for local journeys
and creating a network of great tourist and
holiday interest.
1.

Brean Down Way to Weston super Mare
opened 7th July 2017

2.

Potential route along the east side of Warren
Road would avoid the busy seasonal traffic
on this road.

3.

The beach is signed as part of the National
Cycle Network, but this option is not at all
suitable for everyday trips and most of the
linking bridleways are sandy.

4.

This 3.4km long route to avoid the Coast
Road requires new construction and
upgrading of existing paths. This mostly runs
on lands owned by the Burnham and Berrow
Golf Club.

5.

The Middle Street link to Brent Knoll
traverses the open moors with wonderful
views. About half the way is a tarmac public
road and the remainder a green lane with
bridleway status. Some reconstruction is
required.

6.

7.
8.

9.

Red Road is generally quiet but Ham
Road would require a new path along the
field edge if a direct way from Burnham to
Weston super Mare was required.

10. Brent Knoll is a worthwhile destination with
far flung views in every direction from it
139m summit.

9

3

5

4

Crooked Lane and Brent Broad have recently
been stoned up with crushed concrete and
recycled materials. This bridleway completes
a triangular route. A small amount of work is
needed to make it suitable for a wide range
of cyclists.
Crooked Lane continues to provide an
alternative link to Burnham
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Map showing opportunities for linking
the Brean Down Way with Brent Knoll,
Berrow and Burnham-on-Sea

1

10
6

7
1 km
8

Residential roads in Burnham could be linked
together to make a family cycling route
through to the sea front
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Unity Farm and Burnham and Berrow Golf Club Greenway – 3.4kms
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Table of Distances and Estimation of Costs

1, 2, and 3 N/A

Metres

£

4.

Unity Farm, new stone path along field edge, including fencing and gates @ £50k/km

180

9,000

5.

Diversion through Berrow Dunes Nature Reserve including ramps and earthworks @
£60k/km

150

9,000

6.

Clearing back existing path beside Coast Road – sum

310

5,000

7.

New path set behind ditch including security fencing @ £80k/km

780

62,000

8.

Berrow Church Road – repairs – sum

200

3,000

9.

Existing Byway track, rebuilding and refurbishment to existing best standard @ £40k/
km

520

21,000

10. Existing track behind recreation ground @ £40k/km

470

19,000

11. Golf Course Footpath – allow for rebuilding wider (2.5m) all through @ £40k/km
plus sum for widening or replacing board walk
plus sum for detailed fencing at Club House Car Park

770

31,000
15,000
15,000

12. Signing and seats all through

10,000

13. Design, reports, planning and engineering management

20,000

14. Sum for completing with summer workcamp

10,000

       Total estimate of costs for this Berrow and Burnham Path

3,380m

£229,000
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